
 
ACRONYM X - Round 7 
 
1. At the end of a 1963 Roger Corman film with this short title, a doctor blinds himself 
after a vision experiment goes awry. A doctor with this epithet "will build a creature" 
according to the opening song of The Rocky Horror Picture Show. This initial appears three 
times in a 2002 film about a stuntman and (*) extreme sports athlete played by Vin Diesel. 
Until 1990, films considered wholly unsuitable for children were given this letter as a rating, 
which was replaced by NC-17. For 10 points, give this letter that designates unknown things. 
ANSWER: X [accept X: the Man with X-Ray Eyes; accept Doctor X; accept X-rating or 
X-rated; do not accept or prompt on "XXX" or "Triple-X"] <Vopava> 
 
2. Description acceptable. For 23 years, this sports record was held by Roger Connor. After 
fashion designer Marc Ecko acquired an item used to set this record, he set up a website 
where fans could vote on its fate, including potentially blasting it into space. A former 
holder of this record set it while facing Al Downing in 1974. The aforementioned (*) ball 
purchased by Ecko was ultimately sent to a certain hall of fame branded with an asterisk. Hank 
Aaron held, for 10 points, what prominent baseball record that currently sits at 762 and is held by 
Barry Bonds? 
ANSWER: Major League Baseball's career home run record [do not accept "home runs in a 
season"; prompt on just "home runs" or "most home runs" without “career”] <Nelson> 
 
3. This song got its title from its Swedish producers, who kept incorrectly naming a certain 
vodka-based cocktail. This song's music video stages a food fight between a group of 
bikini-clad women and their atypical opponent, Josh Ostrovsky, who goes by the stage 
name "the Fat Jew." This song tempts the listener not to (*) "waste time with a masterpiece," 
then suggests, "I'll be Diddy, you'll be Naomi, wuh-oh." "Red velvet, vanilla," and "Funfetti" are 
mentioned in the outro of, for 10 points, what 2015 song by Joe Jonas's group DNCE? 
ANSWER: Cake by the Ocean <Vopava> 
 
4. In 2016, the world championship for these things had a freestyle event won by Adam 
Anderson. Until 2011, the U.S. Air Force sponsored Afterburner, which is one of these 
things that also compete in the Thunder Nationals. A "slap wheelie" may be performed by 
one of these things. Regulations of these things dictate they must be at least 12 feet (*) tall, 
which is achieved by using very large suspensions. Gravedigger and Bigfoot are iconic examples 
of, for 10 points, what big dumb vehicles that appear at namesake "rallies"?  
ANSWER: monster trucks [prompt on "trucks"] <Nelson> 
 
5. In a work unrelated to The Walking Dead, a woman played by Lauren Cohan with this 
first name is killed in a scene also featuring Jeffrey Dean Morgan. At a funeral, one woman 
with this name gives an envelope containing an engagement ring to a woman played by (*) 
Amy Adams. A plea to "save" someone with name causes confusion during the rescue of a 
woman kidnapped from a farm in Kansas. An alliance between two heroes is forged after they 
learn that, for 10 points, what name is shared by their mothers in Batman v. Superman: Dawn of 
Justice? 
ANSWER: Martha [accept Martha Wayne or Martha Kent but do not accept or prompt on 
either of those last names] <Nelson> 
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6. In an episode of The Fairly OddParents, Timmy inadvertently summons one of these 
characters named Gary. Until 1985, most characters on Sesame Street believed that Big 
Bird's pal Mr. Snuffleupagus was this type of character. Wilt and Eduardo are examples of 
these characters on a Cartoon Network series, in which a boy named (*) Mac takes Bloo, 
who is also this type of character, to to a home owned by Madame Foster. Bing Bong in Inside 
Out is an example of, for 10 points, what type of childhood companion that doesn't exist? 
ANSWER: imaginary friends [accept things like not real or didn't exist before the end; prompt 
on "friend"; do not accept or prompt on things like "invisible"] <Nelson> 
 
7. In an amusing 2015 Instagram photo, this NBA player seemed completely uninterested 
while he was clubbing with Snoop Dogg. This player's personal logo spells his initials in the 
shape of a giant hand, a reference to his nickname, (*) "The Claw." The Pacers acquired 
George Hill in 2011 in part by trading the rights to this player, who had finished his second year 
at San Diego State. This winner of the last two NBA Defensive Player of the Year awards shared 
a frontcourt with Tim Duncan. For 10 points, name this cornrowed San Antonio Spurs forward. 
ANSWER: Kawhi [kuh-WHY] [Anthony] Leonard <Nelson> 
 
8. A Young Thug song with this title mentions "Icin' on icin' on boogers on boogers." In a 
song partially titled for these things, guest rapper 2 Chainz repeats a threat that begins "If 
one more label try to stop me." They also appear in the title of a song whose second verse 
describes a man "doing (*) 55 in a 54" before he is stopped by the police. Chance the Rapper 
sang about having none of them, and a Notorious B.I.G. song claims having "mo' money" leads 
to "mo'" of them. For 10 points, name these things, of which Jay-Z has 99. 
ANSWER: problems [accept "Problem", "No Problems, "Mo' Money Mo' Problems", or "99 
Problems"] <Golden> 
 
9. Siblings named Tiff and Tuff appeared in an anime series named for this character with 
the English subtitle "Right Back At Ya!" Eight pieces of a broken mirror are collected 
from a maze-like world by this character in a 2004 Game Boy Advance game. This native 
of Planet (*) Popstar and occasional foe of Waddle Dees is the subject of a 2016 game set on 
Planet Robobot. In most appearances, he heals himself with tomatoes and rides on warp stars. 
Metaknight and King Dedede are rivals of, for 10 points, what cute pink Nintendo character? 
ANSWER: Kirby [accept Kirby: Right Back At Ya!] <Nelson> 
 
10. As this man enters a courtroom, one of his lawyers remarks, "He looks better than I 
ever have, and he's not even wearing a tie." This man gives the nickname "Red" to the 
man who constantly thwarts him and fixates on the nursery rhyme "One batch, two batch, 
(*) penny and dime." This criminal gains unexpected sympathy from Karen Page and kills 
gangsters in Hell's Kitchen during a series titled for a blind lawyer and superhero. For 10 points, 
name this alter-ego of Frank Castle, a skull-shirt-wearing antihero and rival of Daredevil. 
ANSWER: The Punisher [accept Frank Castle before mention] <Vopava> 
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11. At the 1900 Olympic Games, the Devon & Somerset Wanderers took gold in this sport, 
and no one took bronze because only two teams competed. A player of this sport named 
Phillip Hughes died in 2014 after being hit in the neck by a type of very fast throw called a 
(*) "bouncer." The highest-regarded form of this sport can take days to complete and is called 
Test. Players of this sport can score centuries and can be dismissed by the call "leg before 
wicket." For 10 points, name this bat-and-ball sport popular in many former colonies of the 
British Empire. 
ANSWER: cricket <Vopava> 
 
12. To scare away a home intruder, a girl in this film claims to have her "father's gun and a 
scorching case of herpes." A drooling student in this film is awakened by a pedantic 
teacher whose chalk squeals as he draws bars over the word "prison." A boy in a Gordie 
Howe (*) jersey accompanies this film's title character, who gets a table at Chez Luis [shay 
"louie"] by claiming to be "Abe Froman, the Sausage King of Chicago." Three friends ride in 
Cameron's dad's red Ferrari while skipping school in, for 10 points, what John Hughes film 
starring Matthew Broderick? 
ANSWER: Ferris Bueller's Day Off <Vopava> 
 
13. Beginning in its third season, a TV series featuring this family was sponsored by 
Welch's juice, due to a pregnancy that prevented sponsorship by Winston cigarettes. Alan 
Reed voiced a member of this family who operates a construction crane and, for one 
season, befriends a floating green (*) alien. A brilliant fan theory suggests that this family 
actually lives thousands of feet below, and in the same time period as, fellow Hanna Barbera 
characters the Jetsons. Dino [DEE-noh] is the dinosaur of, for 10 points, what prehistoric family? 
ANSWER: The Flintstones <Nelson> 
 
14. Former Jack's Mannequin singer Andrew McMahon wrote a song about one of these 
objects for his daughter, which was titled "Cecelia and" one of these. Kevin Gates states he 
"never really made love" in a song titled for these things. One of these things is described 
as "in my eye" and "like a diamond in the sky" in a song by the (*) Dave Matthews Band. 
Lou Reed sang about one of these "of Love," which came to be the namesake of the vessel where 
Mystery Science Theater 3000 is set. For 10 points, name these things that are sent into orbit 
around earth. 
ANSWER: satellites [accept Cecilia and the Satellite or Satellite of Love] <Vopava> 
 
15. In 2015, John Malkovich produced an unreleased film titled for this number of years, 
which is how long we have to live according to a Five for Fighting song. A 2015 Mac Miller 
song that curiously boasts "I put the hero in heroin" has a title suggesting he'll have this 
many (*) "grandkids." Bob Saget hosted a game show that pitted contestants against a "mob" of 
this many people, which is the size of the title group in a post-apocalyptic CW series. A popular 
emoji places two red lines under, for 10 points, what number of dollars in a "Benjamin"? 
ANSWER: 100 <Nelson> 
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16. In 2007 this collegiate team's mascot attacked the Houston Cougars' mascot for 
mocking one of its routines. NFL players Kiko Alonso and Kellen Clemens played for this 
school, who in 2015 became the first in the College Football Playoff era to lose a (*) National 
Championship Game despite a strong performance by receiver Byron Marshall. This team 
formerly used a Disney character for its mascot and proudly touts having 512 uniform 
combinations. Chip Kelly coached, for 10 points, what team that plays in Eugene? 
ANSWER: University of Oregon Ducks [accept either] <Nelson> 
 
17. One of these places on the short-lived ABC Family show Huge was where Nikki 
Blonsky's character is sent by her parents. Rebecca Bunch gives a disastrous women's 
empowerment lecture at one of these locations, the place where she first met Josh Chan on 
Crazy Ex-Girlfriend. Orange, Lakebottom, and (*) Lazlo are the names of these places on 
various cartoon series. In 2015, Amy Poehler and Janeane Garofalo starred in a one-season 
Netflix series set at one of these locations. Wet Hot American Summer takes place at, for 10 
points, what outdoor retreats? 
ANSWER: summer camps [accept fat camp or weight-loss camp before "Rebecca Bunch"; 
prompt on too-vague answers like "lake" or "woods"] <Vopava> 
 
18. This actress adopted a stage name to avoid being confused for the woman who played 
Juliet Burke on Lost. Early roles for this actress include a jockey's second wife Marcella in 
Seabiscuit and as Betty Brant, the secretary to J. Jonah Jameson in the original (*) 
Spider-Man films. In an animated film, this actress portrayed a woman who used made-up names 
like Darkstorm and Neversmile according to Vitruvius. Pitch Perfect 2 was directed by, for 10 
points, what actress who voiced Wildstyle in The Lego Movie and played Effie Trinket in The 
Hunger Games? 
ANSWER: Elizabeth [Irene] Banks [prompt on Elizabeth "Mitchell"] <Nelson> 
 
19. After Cyclops sends a team to find the first mutants since M-Day, Scalphunter shoots 
this character, confirming one of Blindfold's prophecies. One ability of this character 
results in a smell similar to burning brimstone. During the "Second Coming" storyline, this 
son of Azazel [uh-ZAY-zul] dies when he molecularly fuses with Bastion's arm after (*) 
rematerializing around it. This mutant grew up in a German circus and his real name is Kurt 
Wagner [VAHG-nurr]. For 10 points, name this blue-skinned X-Men member who can teleport. 
ANSWER: Nightcrawler [accept Kurtand/or Wagner before either is read] <Vopava> 
 
20. In 2012, a member of this band became the youngest inductee to the Rock and Roll Hall 
of Fame. Members of this band stand in a nude woman's arms on the cover of a 1988 
album, their first to feature both guitarist John (*) Frusciante [froo-SHAHN-tee] and a 
drummer that strongly resembles Will Ferrell. This band, whose early hits include one that 
claims "sometimes I feel like I don't have a partner," released the 2016 album The Getaway. 
Anthony Keidis [KEE-diss] leads, for 10 points, what band behind the songs "Under the Bridge" 
and "Californication"? 
ANSWER: Red Hot Chili Peppers [accept RHCP but prompt on other partial answers] 
<Nelson> 
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1. There are no points for subtlety when it comes to superheroes, so the main villain of this 
show's first season is named Vandal Savage. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this CW series, a spinoff of Arrow in which a trenchcoat-clad Time Master forms a 
team of lesser-known DC superheroes like Heat Wave and Captain Cold to save the world. 
ANSWER: DC's Legends of Tomorrow 
[10] This British actor portrays the team's impossibly-named leader, Rip Hunter. His best-known 
role was as Rory Williams, a companion of the Eleventh Doctor on Doctor Who. 
ANSWER: Arthur Darvill [or Thomas Arthur Darvil] 
[10] Many heroes in Legends of Tomorrow were first introduced on either Arrow or this other 
CW show, whose nimble title character is played by Grant Gustin. 
ANSWER: The Flash <Vopava>  
 
2. Baron Strucker and the Red Skull have held high positions in a group named for this creature. 
For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this creature. If this were a real quiz bowl tournament, there’d be a clue about how 
Hercules slayed the Lernaean [lern-AY-in] one of these. 
ANSWER: hydra [accept Lernaean hydra] 
[10] A hydra is slain by this character, who wields the Blades of Chaos, in the opening sequence 
of the video game God of War. 
ANSWER: Kratos 
[10] On the TV series Lost, "Hydra" is the name of one of several research stations placed on the 
island by this mysterious group, who sought to delay the end of the world. 
ANSWER: Dharma Initiative [accept Department of Heuristics and Research on Material 
Applications] <Nelson>  
 
3. The Cleveland Browns have started 26 different quarterbacks since 1999. For 10 points each: 
[10] Among the questionable options the Browns have chosen include this former Texas A&M 
star nicknamed "Johnny Football" who has been a disaster both on the field and as a person. 
ANSWER: Johnny Manziel [man-ZELL] [or Johnathan Paul Manziel] 
[10] The Browns have started three quarterbacks in 2016 alone - Cody Kessler, Josh McCown, 
and this former Baylor standout who briefly showed promise with a team owned by Dan Snyder. 
ANSWER: Robert [Lee] Griffin III [accept RG3] 
[10] This man, who briefly started for the Bears in 2016 before breaking his arm, is the only 
Browns starter in that time frame to have a winning record. 
ANSWER: Brian [Axel] Hoyer <Nelson>  
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4. For 10 points each, answer the following about Documentary Now!, a TV series that parodies 
documentary films: 
[10] It airs on this network, whose other original programming includes Comedy Bang! Bang!; 
its slogan is "Always on, slightly off." 
ANSWER: IFC 
[10] The pilot episode is a homage to this 1975 Maysles Brothers documentary about "Big Edie" 
and "Little Edie," eccentric relatives of Jacqueline Kennedy who live in the title estate. 
ANSWER: Grey Gardens 
[10] A second-season episode parodies a film about the elderly Jiro Ono, who owns a restaurant 
in Tokyo serving this food which usually incorporates raw seafood. 
ANSWER: sushi [accept Jiro Dreams of Sushi] <Golden>  
 
5. 2K Games released a remastered edition of this series in late 2016, allowing players to finally 
see Sander Cohen go insane in 1080p. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this action game trilogy whose first two games are set in the undersea metropolis of 
Rapture. 
ANSWER: BioShock [accept BioShock: The Collection] 
[10] The remastered collection includes the Burial at Sea DLC for BioShock: Infinite, in which 
this protagonist of that game anachronistically appears as a detective in Rapture. 
ANSWER: Booker DeWitt [accept either] 
[10] Near the end of BioShock: Infinite, Elizabeth tells Booker that any given universe will 
always contain a man, a city, and one of these structures. Both Bioshock and Bioshock: Infinite 
begin at one of these. 
ANSWER: lighthouses <Vopava>  
 
6. When recording a song on this album, the band’s guitarist was encouraged to "put El Salvador 
through his amplifier." For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this 1987 album, whose singles include "Bullet the Blue Sky" and "I Still Haven't 
Found What I'm Looking For." It is named for a plant species native to parts of the western U.S. 
ANSWER: The Joshua Tree 
[10] The Joshua Tree is a legendary album by this rock band fronted by Bono. 
ANSWER: U2 
[10] The Joshua Tree's opener "Where the Streets Have No Name" has a music video that depicts 
the band performing in one of these places. The Beatles' final live performance was also in one 
of these places. 
ANSWER: rooftop [accept equivalents that describe being on top of a building] <Nelson>  
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7. T-Bone briefly worked at this location, which was the subject of the song "Big Yellow Joint." 
For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this food dispensary, which one character says "there's always money in," not 
knowing that that advice was meant to be taken literally. The idea for it was stolen from 
Annyong's grandparents. 
ANSWER: "the banana stand [or Bluth's Original Family Banana Stand; accept "there's 
always money in the banana stand" 
[10] The banana stand is owned by the Bluth [blooth] family in this Fox sitcom canceled in 2006. 
It relaunched on Netflix seven years later. 
ANSWER: Arrested Development 
[10] On Arrested Development, Michael Cera played this son of the show's protagonist, Michael 
Bluth. This character, who shares his name with a former member of Wham!, dates the religious 
Ann Veal. 
ANSWER: George Michael Bluth [prompt on Bluth; do not accept or prompt on George or 
Michael] <Golden>  
 
8. For 10 points each, answer the following about the delightful 2016 buddy cop film The Nice 
Guys: 
[10] The film's title "Nice Guys" are a detective played by Ryan Gosling and an enforcer played 
by this actor, who played Javert [juh-VAIR] in the film adaptation of Les Miserables [lay 
miz-er-AHB]. 
ANSWER: Russell [Ira] Crowe 
[10] Much of the movie concerns the search for a film critical of the auto industry and about the 
dangers of this type of air pollution, which occurs at various levels in large cities. 
ANSWER: smog 
[10] The film was directed by Shane Black, who the film's trailers touted as being the director of 
this 2013 action film, in which Aldrich Killian hires an alcoholic actor to portray The Mandarin, 
a supposed terrorist. 
ANSWER: Iron Man 3 [do not accept or prompt on just "Iron Man"] <Nelson>  
 
9. Some Major League Baseball trades are completed before one or more of the players involved 
is actually determined. For 10 points each: 
[10] Give or approximate the term used to describe such a player, who is often not identified 
until a subsequent offseason. 
ANSWER: player to be named later [answers do not need to be exactly this, but should contain 
most of the bolded words; accept PTBNL] 
[10] "Players to be named later" are rarely stars, though there are a few exceptions. The most 
prominent example is probably this long-time Red Sox slugger, who retired after the 2016 
season. 
ANSWER: David [Americo] Ortiz [prompt on "Big Papi"] 
[10] This MLB executive named his non-profit The Foundation to Be Named Later. As the 
youngest general manager in Major League history, he was with the Red Sox that broke the 
"Curse of the Bambino" in 2004. 
ANSWER: Theo [Nathaniel] Epstein <Nelson>  
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10. This artist opened one album with a cover of Van Morrison's "Gloria" beginning "Jesus died 
for somebody's sins/But not mine." For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this punk rocker who released the 1975 album Horses. In a 2016 performance, she 
had trouble singing "A Hard Rain's A-Gonna Fall." 
ANSWER: Patti Smith [or Patricia Lee Smith] 
[10] That performance took place at the ceremony where this singer of "Blowin' in the Wind" 
was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature. 
ANSWER: Bob Dylan [or Robert Allen Zimmermann] 
[10] Smith had a relationship with a controversial person of this profession, Robert 
Mapplethorpe. Another person with this profession, Annie Leibovitz, visited John Lennon and 
Yoko Ono hours before Lennon's death. 
ANSWER: photographers <Golden>  
 
11. For 10 points each, answer the following about the comic strip Cul-de-Sac: 
[10] Cul-de-Sac was written by a cartoonist with this surname. A gonzo journalist with this 
surname wrote a novel that begins "somewhere around Barstow." 
ANSWER: Thompson [accept Richard Church Thompson or Hunter Stockton Thompson] 
[10] To raise money for Parkinson's disease research, cartoonist Bill Watterson painted a picture 
of the Cul-de-Sac character Petey. Watterson is best known for this comic strip about a boy and 
his stuffed tiger. 
ANSWER: Calvin and Hobbes 
[10] The protagonist of Cul-de-Sac is a four-year-old with this first name. A character with this 
name in Dilbert has a triangular haircut and is prone to angry outbursts. 
ANSWER: Alice [accept Alice Otterloop] <Golden>  
 
12.  For 10 points each, answer the following about literature and professional wrestling: 
[10] Playwright Samuel Beckett drove this wrestler to school each day because he was too big to 
ride the bus. This "Eighth Wonder of the World" feuded with Hulk Hogan and played Fezzik in 
The Princess Bride. 
ANSWER: Andre the Giant [or Andre Rene Roussimoff; prompt on “Andre”] 
[10] An unreadable section two-thirds of the way through this man's 2000 autobiography is 
written from the perspective of his alter-ego, The Rock. 
ANSWER: Dwayne [Douglas] Johnson 
[10] This General Manager of Monday Night Raw, who used the personas "Cactus Jack" and 
"Mankind", topped the New York Times Bestseller List in 1999 with his memoir Have a Nice 
Day: A Tale of Blood and Sweatsocks. 
ANSWER: Mick Foley [or Michael Francis Foley Sr.] <Golden>  
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13. This man reprised his most iconic role in an appearance alongside Michael J. Fox on Jimmy 
Kimmel Live! in 2015. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this actor, whose diverse range of roles include mental patient Max Taber in One 
Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest and, of course, Doc Brown in the Back to the Future films. 
ANSWER: Christopher Lloyd [or Christopher Allen Lloyd] 
[10] In the 1990s, Lloyd played this bald, hideous uncle as part of the fabulous ensemble cast of 
the Addams Family films. 
ANSWER: Uncle Fester [or Fester Addams] 
[10] The only truly good film based on a board game is this 1985 cult classic, in which Lloyd 
plays a disgraced former professor. It also co-stars Tim Curry as the butler Wadsworth. 
ANSWER: Clue [or Cluedo] [Lloyd played Professor Plum.] <Vopava>  
 
14. Honorary members of this team include Henry Kissinger and Pope Francis. For 10 points 
each: 
[10] Name this basketball team whose longtime members included Meadowlark Lemon. They 
enjoyed an extremely lopsided rivalry with the Washington Generals. 
ANSWER: Harlem Globetrotters [prompt on "Harlem"] 
[10] This athlete played for the Harlem Globetrotters for a year before joining the NBA. This 
man, nicknamed "the Stilt," scored 100 points in a game in 1962. 
ANSWER: Wilt Chamberlain [or Wilton Norman Chamberlain] 
[10] The Globetrotters also apparently have a lifetime contract with this hall-of-famer, whose 
real first name is Earvin. He played for the team only once, to defeat his alma mater, Michigan 
State. 
ANSWER: Magic Johnson [or Earvin Johnson Jr.] <Golden>  
 
15. On one episode of this show, actress Lisa Kudrow uncovered a first-hand account of 
executions taking place during the Holocaust. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this series, which began its U.S. run on NBC, which explores the genealogy of 
willing celebrities. 
ANSWER: Who Do You Think You Are? 
[10] Recent seasons of Who Do You Think You Are? have aired on this network, which also aired 
Here Comes Honey Boo Boo. Its three-letter name no longer stands for anything, but at one point 
it indicated educational programming. 
ANSWER: TLC [accept The Learning Channel] 
[10] Among the longest-running shows on TLC is this reality series set at a Manhattan bridal 
shop; its cast members strive to find the perfect outfit for brides-to-be. 
ANSWER: Say Yes to the Dress <Nelson>  
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16. According to a 2014 single by BØRNS [“borns”], "All I need is to be struck by" this kind of 
"love." For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this adjective, which appears before the word "Slide" in the title of a song by Marcia 
Griffith, which is often accompanied by a line dance that old people perform at weddings. 
ANSWER: electric [accept Electric Love, the Electric Slide, or Electric Boogie] 
[10] A girl who's "got the power in her hand / To shock you like you won't believe" is described 
in "Electric Feel," a single by this indie band known for the songs "Kids" and "Time to Pretend." 
ANSWER: MGMT 
[10] In a 1983 funk rock hit, Eddie Grant announces how "We gonna rock it down to" this street, 
"and then we'll take it higher." 
ANSWER: Electric Avenue <Vopava>  
 
17. Legendary film composer Ennio Morricone [EN-yo mor-ih-KOH-nay] won what was 
shockingly his first competitive Oscar in 2016. For 10 points each: 
[10] His win came for scoring this latest film by Quentin Tarantino, whose title group of 
post-Civil War miscreants are holed up in a haberdashery. 
ANSWER: The Hateful Eight 
[10] Morricone also composed the music for Sergio Leone's "Man with no Name" trilogy, which 
ends with The Good, The Bad and the Ugly and begins with a film named for a "Fistful" of these 
items. 
ANSWER: dollars [accept A Fistful of Dollars] 
[10] This 1987 film, which starred Kevin Costner as Eliot Ness, is one of five films for which 
Morricone was nominated for the Best Score Oscar but didn't win. 
ANSWER: The Untouchables <Nelson>  
 
18. The saxophone-heavy hook to this song is taken from a remix of War's "Low Rider," and its 
title was shortened to somehow remind listeners of graffiti. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this 2015 song with an abbreviated title, or name what its four-letter abbreviation 
stands for. In its hook, Sage the Gemini sings "I know what you came here to see." 
ANSWER: G.D.F.R. or Goin' Down for Real 
[10] "G.D.F.R." is a song by this rapper, whose stage name references his southern home state. 
ANSWER: Flo Rida ["flow ride-uh"; or Tramar Lacel Dillard] 
[10] "G.D.F.R." appears on an EP of this name. This EP's title song, which was a hit in its own 
right, claims that "we don't have to go out." 
ANSWER: My House <Nelson>  
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19. For 10 points each, answer the following about the use of classical music in early TV: 
[10] A vintage Rice Krispies ad is sung to the tune of "Vesti la giubba" [VEST-ee lah JOO-buh], 
an aria originally sung by one of these characters in the opera Pagliacci [pah-lee-AH-chee]. 
ANSWER: clowns 
[10] The finale of the "William Tell Overture" served as the opening theme to this 1950's 
western. Its title character was accompanied by the Native American Tonto. 
ANSWER: The Lone Ranger 
[10] In the Looney Tunes short "What's Opera, Doc?", Elmer Fudd sings "Kill the wabbit!" to 
the tune of this composition, an excerpt from a larger Richard Wagner [REE-kard VOG-ner] 
work. 
ANSWER: Ride of the Valkyries <Golden>  
 
20. This creature just can't get enough of the feline-based pop group Next HarMEOWny 
[HAR-"meow"-nee]. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this red and white cat, who is part of a group of ghosts that pester the town of 
Springdale. His companions include Whisper and Komasan. 
ANSWER: Jibanyan 
[10] Jibanyan is one of the central characters in this video game and manga series, which first 
found wide success in Japan. In it, the protagonist Nate is able to interact with the ghosts using 
the title timepiece. 
ANSWER: Yo-kai Watch 
[10] Each of the main games in the Yo-kai Watch series have been released for this portable 
game console, which received a slightly more powerful "New" version in 2014. 
ANSWER: Nintendo 3DS [prompt on "2DS," I guess] <Nelson>  
 
 

 


